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Abstract. This article presents an analysis of bonds convertible to raw materials in the context of ordinary
bonds and bonds convertible to shares. The author of the publication decided to explore what kind of benefits
an enterprise issuing bonds and a bondholder would receive as exemplified by a hypothetical investment,
using various (aforementioned) sources of foreign capital. The article is composed of four parts. The
introduction hereto outlines some general assumptions and the purpose of the study. The second part of the
article includes the assumptions for the aforementioned comparative analysis. It was suggested that since such
variables as the price of raw materials, shares and operating costs of a company are difficult to determine,
they should be distributed so that on the basis thereof the final NPV may be established by applying the Monte
Carlo method. The third part of the study focuses on the examination (comparison) of the bonds convertible
to raw materials in the context of ordinary bonds and bonds convertible to shares. The result of such an
analysis is the NPV histogram for particular sources of financing, a probability distribution defining the
probability of occurring individual NPV values. The last part constitutes a summary of the entire study.

1 Introduction

2 Initial assumptions for the analysis

The financing of mining investments is one of the most
important financial problems faced by the Polish mining
industry. Among the tools for financing investments
are bonds, which have been used more frequently
in the last few years by both Polish and foreign mining
companies. Their success results mainly from their
flexibility and the relatively low cost of the capital.
Due to their high popularity the corporate bond market
is developing, and hence new options may be embedded.
The additional options lower the cost of the said bonds,
in contrast with other bonds without such options.
The most popular options embedded in bonds include
a possibility of changing (converting) debts to shares.
The author of this publication deliberates on bonds
convertible to raw materials. It is assumed that this
solution retains the features of every convertible bond,
and thus lowers the interest on the debt security compared
to a regular corporate bond [1,2]. The purpose of this
article is to compare the bonds convertible to raw materials
with ordinary bonds and bonds convertible to shares
in the context of benefits derived by both the issuer
and bondholder. As illustrated by the calculation example,
it was assumed that a mining company shall be the bond
issuer and an electric power company the bondholder.

The efficiency of investment is significant not only
for the investor, but also the company using the capital.
The investment is more profitable if the return generated
thereon is higher. One of the most frequently used
methods for estimating the efficiency of the investment
is the NPV (Net Present Value) based on the discounted
cash flows. The NPV is influenced by many factors, such
as: the forecast sales price, forecast level of costs, structure
and cost of the capital, and source of the capital.
This article focuses on the last of the above-mentioned
factors. Due to the nature of this publication,
it was decided to analyse only corporate bonds. Coupon
bonds, convertible bonds and bonds convertible to raw
materials were taken into consideration for the purpose
of this analysis. To obtain the most reliable results
possible, the Monte Carlo method was applied. Therefore,
the result of the analysis shall be the expected NPV
(E(NPV)).
Due to the fact that the market price of raw material,
price of share, and level of operating costs may be subject
to changes in the period of the analysis, and that the length
of such a period is difficult to predict, the analysis was
performed using the Monte Carlo method. To conduct
the analysis correctly, it is crucial to first determine
its input parameters (table 1). In the performed study,
the distribution of random factors was also assumed
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(table 2). In the case of the price of raw material and price
of share, it was assumed that the probability distribution
is the regular distribution, where such parameters
as the expected value and standard deviation [3] shall
be established, whereas in the case of the operating costs,
it was assumed that it is the triangular distribution, where
the minimum, maximum and most probable values [4]
need to be determined. Furthermore, it was decided that
the bondholder shall convert debt into raw material
at the time when the market price of the raw material
becomes profitable, and hence at the time when the market
price of the raw material exceeds the conversion price
increased by the amount of the lost profits in the form
of the interest. The bondholder shall always convert half
of the debt. A similar assumption was made regarding
bonds convertible to shares. However, in such a case,
the amount of the lost profits was not included. It was also
decided that the bondholder shall not sell the acquired
shares and shall derive profits from the dividend
due there to [5,6].

made (bonds convertible to raw materials, ordinary bonds,
and bonds convertible to shares) in the context of benefits
obtained by the parties to a contract (the bondholder
and the mining company). On the basis of the calculation
example, it was also decided that in the case of financing
investments through bonds convertible to raw materials,
the bondholder (a power plant) shall sign a contract with
the mining company for the delivery of raw materials,
and thus, in the event that the debt is converted into a raw
material, the bondholder shall - in exchange for reducing
the debt - receive a part of the said delivery (conversion
factor* the amount of the converted bonds) "for free".

3 Analysis of efficiency of investments
using various types of bonds
Within the framework of the analysis performed using the
Monte Carlo method, 1170 drawings were made
in accordance with the assumptions described
in the previous chapter.
In the first step, the benefits that the mining company
may obtain were analysed. The result of this analysis
is the NPV histogram for particular types of bonds
(figure 1) and expected values (table 3). To better illustrate
the differences between the examined sources
of financing, the probability distribution was
also provided to show the possibility of reaching the NPV
within the individual divisions (figure 2).

Table 1. Initial assumptions for the calculation example
Variable
Unit
Forecast period
[years]
Nominal value of a bond
[PLN]
Number of issued bonds
[pcs]
Conversion factor*
Initial price per share
[PLN]
Initial market price per raw
[PLN/Mg]
material
Initial operating cost
[PLN/Mg]
Interest rates on bonds
[%]
Income tax
[%]
Own (capital) contribution
[ths. PLN]
Raised capital
[ths. PLN]
WACC
[%]
*bonds convertible to raw materials and shares
Source: author’s own study

Value
7
100
20,000
0.5
230
230
170
5
19
200,000
200,000
8.5

Table 2. Parameters defining the distribution of the adopted
variables
Variable

Change of
the price
per raw
material
Change of
the price
per share

Type of
distribution

Parameters defining the distribution
Expected value

Standard
deviation

26%

41%

Expected value

Standard
deviation

81%

94%

Normal

Normal

Change of
operating
triangular
costs
Source: author’s own study

Minimum

Most
probable

Maximum

-21.2%

16.1%

90.7%

Figure 1. NPV histogram for particular types of bonds (for the
bond issuer)
Source: author’s own study

Figure 2. Probability distribution for the NPV depending on the
source of financing (for the bond issuer)
Source: author’s own study

On the basis of the adopted assumptions (table 1),
a comparison between individual sources of financing was
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Table 3. Expected value of cash flows (for the bond issuer)
for particular sources of foreign capital
Type of bond
Ordinary bonds
Bonds convertible to raw
materials
Bonds convertible to
shares
Source: author’s own study

Unit
[ths. PLN]
[ths. PLN]

E(NPV)
41,343,675.99
43,312,380.24

[ths. PLN]

18,289,894.72

On the basis of the analysis, it is evident that from
the point of view of the bond issuer the most beneficial
source of financing for the adopted assumptions shall be
the bonds convertible to raw materials used to finance
investments. Financing through ordinary bonds
is also a good solution, whereas the use of the bonds
convertible to shares is definitely the least advantageous.
According to figure 2, the probability that the investment
value exceeds PLN 43 million in the case of such bonds
is nearly 0%, whereas in the case of the ordinary bonds
and bonds convertible to raw materials it is almost 40%.
The result obtained for the last of the above-mentioned
sources of financing mining investments is the least
beneficial, mostly due to the fact that the bonds held by the
bondholder are converted into the equity of the company,
and thus the weighted average cost of the capital of the
investment undertaken is increased. Since the bondholder
becomes a shareholder in the mining company, it is
also entitled to a dividend, i.e. a share in profits, and thus
the mining company shall be obliged to allocate some part
of its profits for the payment of such a dividend to the bond
acquirer.
The issuer of debt securities is not the only entity
deciding about the choice of the foreign capital.
The decision is also to be made by the bondholder.
The aim of such foreign capital shall be to mitigate the risk
and maximise the profit. Depending on the bond type,
the profits shall be at different levels. In the case of bonds
convertible to raw materials, the bondholder shall derive
profits, apart from the received interest, with
the possibility of a debt-to-raw material conversion
at a fixed conversion price, which allows the bondholder
to purchase the raw material at a price lower than
the settlement price effective at a given time. In the case
of bonds convertible to shares, apart from the interest at
the time of the debt-to-share conversion, the investor shall
also derive profits from the dividend due thereto.
In the case of ordinary bonds, the bondholder shall derive
profits from the interest. As in the case of the bond issuer,
the particular sources of financing have been compared.
The result of this analysis is the NPV histogram for
particular types of bonds (figure 3) and expected values
(table 4). To better illustrate the differences between
the examined sources of financing, the probability
distribution was also provided to show the possibility
of reaching the NPV within the individual divisions
(figure 4).

Figure 3. NPV histogram for particular types of bonds (for the
bondholder)
Source: author’s own study

The histogram presented in figure 3 does not include
ordinary bonds due to the fact that in this case
the bondholder shall benefit from the amount
of the interest obtained for the investment period, which
is not subject to change.

Figure 4. Probability distribution for NPV depending
on the source of financing (for the bondholder)
Source: author’s own study
Table 4. Expected value of cash flows
(for the bondholder) for particular sources of foreign capital
Type of bond
Ordinary bonds
Bonds convertible to raw
materials
Bonds convertible to
shares
Source: author’s own study

Unit
[ths. PLN]
[ths. PLN]

E(NPV)
2,357,492.31
3,910,348.08

[ths. PLN]

2,626,284.44

The results of the analysis explicitly show that from
the point of view of the bondholder bonds convertible
to raw materials are the most beneficial type of bond.
The second choice would be bonds convertible to shares.
Ordinary bonds are the least beneficial solution.
In such a case, the bondholder derives profits from
the interest on the loan capital only. At this point, it should
be stressed that ordinary bonds do not provide the investor
with any additional option in connection with the above
(among those listed); ordinary bonds pose the highest risk
to the investor.
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4 Summary
This article was aimed at comparing three sources
of capital in the form of bonds convertible to raw materials,
bonds convertible to shares, and ordinary corporate bonds.
On the basis of the obtained results, bonds convertible
to raw materials are the most beneficial type of bonds
for the mining company from the point of view
of the expected value of the discounted cash flows received
based on the Monte Carlo method, whereas bonds
convertible to shares are the least beneficial solution.
The situation changes when the investment is considered
from the point of view of the bondholder. In this case,
bonds convertible to raw materials are the most
advantageous solution, then bonds convertible to shares,
and finally ordinary bonds as the worst solution.
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